WHO CAN APPLY?

Seeking UG Student Ambassadors for the Tech-Jobs Program

- Are you looking for a job in a technology-related field?
- Are you looking for research experience?
- Do you want to work with researchers at Illinois Tech?
- Do you want to know how to be successful in the job market?

Gain leadership and research experience by becoming a Tech-Jobs Student Ambassador! Student ambassadors work closely with the research team to provide feedback and help pilot the Tech-Jobs program.

The project is virtual and the commitment is around 2 hours a week for a semester. Time and effort will be compensated.

Tech-Jobs is a 10-week virtual group to prepare students for careers related to technology. Topics include career assessment, virtual field trips, interview skills, and workplace advocacy training as well as access to mentoring and job search resources.

WHO CAN APPLY?

Undergraduate students who are Black/African American, self-identify as having a disability and are pursuing a technology-related field are eligible to apply. Apply Online Now

Still have questions?
Gabby Springer / iit.techjobs@gmail.com